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Abstract

The exibility to support both high activity and low activity auctions is required by any system that allows bidding by both humans
and software agents. We present the control architecture of the Michigan Internet AuctionBot, and discuss some of the system engineering
issues that arose in its design.

1 Introduction
The Michigan Internet AuctionBot is a highly con gurable auction server
built to support research on electronic commerce and multiagent negotiation [3]. The rst generation architecture was simple and robust, and allowed
us to concentrate on other aspects of the system. However, several ineciencies made it problematic to run auctions with very fast interactions.
We have redesigned the core AuctionBot architecture in order to improve
overall performance, while still meeting the original goal: a system that is
con gurable, maintainable, and capable of conducting a large number of
simultaneous auctions.
In AuctionBot architecture nomenclature, we say an auction is open if it
is admitting bids, and it is active if it currently embodied in an auctioneer
process. The pattern of interaction of the bidders with an auction depends
upon the number of bidders and the frequency with which they bid. Clearly,
software agents can analyze information and respond to changing market
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conditions much more quickly than their human counterparts. Auctions
that host software agents, or many human agents, can expect to get bids
very frequently. On the other hand, auctions that host a smaller number
of human agents, or that operate over a longer time period can expect bids
much less frequently, and may have extended periods of dormancy.
The original AuctionBot architecture was designed primarily for low activity auctions|each time an auctioneer process ran it handled only one
auction event. The primary improvement in the new system is an architecture that allows persistent auctioneer processes to better support high
activity auctions.
This paper is primarily focused on the coordination of the system components while handling the following auction events:









Create auction: The AuctionBot system allows any registered user to
initiate an auction. The rules are speci ed by parameters (see [3]).
Bid: The AuctionBot system allows each user to have only one bid
active at a time|a new bid replaces any previous bid the agent may
have had. This is not a restriction because the AuctionBot permits
very exible bid representations.
Withdraw: A bidder can withdraw its bid, subject to the auction rules.
Expire bid: When the auction rules permit it, a bidder can specify a
time at which its bid expires.
Clear: Clearing is the act of matching buyers and sellers and determining the conditions (i.e. price and quantity) of their exchanges. The
AuctionBot is designed to support a variety of clearing policies, and
has an extensive set of parameters to control the number and timing
of clear events.
Quote: Quotes give intermediate information (eg. current prices) to
the agents. A set of parameters control the number and timing of price
quotes.

2 Overview of Architecture
The basic architecture of AuctionBotis illustrated in Figure 1. It consists of
four classes of components: a scheduler, a database, the interface modules,
and the auctioneer programs.
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Figure 1: AuctionBot architecture.
The interface modules provide access for both humans (via a web server
and CGI programs) and software agents (via the API|Agent Programming
Interface). Both interfaces command the full range of AuctionBot functionality. However, this paper is concerned with only the interface features that
initiate auction events, and these are the subject of Section 3.1.
The scheduler is discussed in detail in Section 3.2. Its primary task is
to sequence auction events. It also manages system resources by controlling
the set of active auctioneers, and dynamically swapping them in and out
based on the upcoming events.
The auctioneer programs, discussed in Section 3.3, implement the auction's rules and pricing policies. Each auctioneer program can be instantiated in multiple concurrent processes, each one managing a di erent auction.1
The database serves as a central repository of information, and mediates
access by all of the other modules. The database stores the details of each
auction, bid, and transaction. Thus, if the scheduler is brought oine for
Perhaps a more ecient design would have each auctioneer be a multi-threaded program capable of managing several auctions at a given time. This design would save on the
overhead of initiating processes, but would be more complex than the current design and
more fragile|one failed auction can prevent an entire class of auctions from progressing.
1
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From

interface
scheduler

To

scheduler

auctioneer

Message
BID
WITHDRAW
BID
WITHDRAW
EXPIRE
CLEAR
QUOTE
LOAD
DEACTIVATE

Parameter

bid ID, auction ID
user ID, auction ID
bid ID, auction ID, time t
user ID, auction ID, time t
bid ID, auction ID, time t
auction ID, time t
auction ID, time t
auction ID, time t

bid ID, auction ID, time t
auction ID, time t
auction ID, time t
process ID
Table 1: Event messages in the AuctionBot system.

auctioneer scheduler

EXPIRE
CLEAR
QUOTE
TERMINATED

maintenance or due to a system failure, the interface can continue to provide
status information and receive bids. When the scheduler is brought back
online, it extracts events from the database and processes them all in the
correct order. This design provides a high level of data assurance.
The interface objects, the scheduler, and the auctioneer processes communicate via UNIX sockets. Table 1 shows the messages that are passed
between the system components. The time parameter, t, is the time at
which the event is scheduled to occur. In the following sections, we discuss the actions that each component takes when it sends and receives these
messages.
Auction descriptions are stored in the database as a set of parameters
and state variables (see [3] for more details). For the purposes of this paper,
we are concerned with only the ve auction elds shown in Table 2 and the
subset of a bid record shown in Table 3. Note that, in the bid record, ts is
the ocial submission time|the time elds for bid reception and admission,
tr and ta, respectively, are for internal book-keeping purposes.
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Field

auction state
next quote time
earliest clear time
next intermediate clear time
nal clear time

Contents
open

tq
te
ti
tf

or closed

Table 2: Important elds in the auction record.

Field

bid state
time received
time submitted
time admitted
withdrawal state

Contents

see Figure 2

tr
ts
ta

no-request, preliminary-withdraw,
or withdraw-requested

time withdraw requested tw
expiration time
tx
time closed
tc
Table 3: Important elds in the bid record.
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Figure 2: The state transitions of bids.
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3 System Components

3.1 Interface Modules

Three interface features initiate auction events:






Create Auction: When a user initiates a new auction, the interface
module rst creates a new auction record in the database, then posts
the auction's rst CLEAR and, when appropriate, QUOTE events to the
scheduler.
Bid: When a user places a new bid, the bid submission interface module creates a new bid record in the database with a state of received.
Then, the interface module sends the scheduler a BID event.
Withdraw: When a user withdraws, the interface changes the withdrawalstate eld in each of the user's bids not already in a terminal state to
preliminary-withdraw. It then sends a single WITHDRAW event to the
scheduler.

The interface modules do not consider it an error if their communication
with the scheduler fails. The system is designed to be robust even when
the scheduler is oine|when it restarts, the scheduler will reconstitute the
event from the database.
An aspect of the interface not explicitly diagrammed in Figure 1 are the
messages passed from the AuctionBot to the user. Users can choose to be
noti ed of the outcomes of auction events, including the admittance of bids,
price quotes, and clears. Both human users and software agents can choose
to be noti ed via e-mail or more directly through TCP/IP.

3.2 The Scheduler

The scheduler provides three services: it sequences events, manages the
set of active auctioneers, and serves as the ocial timestamper of interface
generated events.
The scheduler is a multi-threaded application with a shared data structure|
the event queue|which is protected by mutex and condition variables. The
main thread is the event loop, which continually checks the event queue and
removes the top item at the appropriate time. The listener thread accepts
new connections from auctioneers or interface objects and creates connection
threads to receive the messages.
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When the scheduler is brought online, its event queue is populated by
extracting relevant event information from the database. An auction record
contains the time of the auction's next scheduled clear and quote events. A
bid record includes the bid's state and timestamps associated with its state
transitions. This information is sucient to completely rebuild the event
queue.
Once the scheduler is online, it starts accepting connections. When a
connection thread receives a CLEAR, QUOTE, or EXPIRE message, it simply
puts the event into the queue. Incoming BID or WITHDRAW events, however,
require that the scheduler interact with the database before putting the
event in the queue. When a BID event is received, the scheduler changes
the bid's status in the database to submitted and puts the current time in
the time submitted eld. When a WITHDRAW event is received, the scheduler retrieves all bids in the auction that belong to the user and have a
preliminary-withdraw state. For each bid retrieved, it updates the withdraw state to withdraw-requested and timestamps the time withdraw requested
eld. For all messages, the connection thread locks the event queue from
the time the message is received until it is nally put on the queue.
The scheduler maintains a table of currently active auctions, called the
process table. An entry in this table contains, among other things, the
auction ID, the process ID, the socket ID, and a deactivation ag (initially
set to false). When the event loop pops an event from the queue, it checks
whether the auction is listed in the process table. If so, the scheduler sends
the event directly to the appropriate auction process over a socket. If the
auction is not active, the scheduler must nd, or make, an open slot in the
process table.
To clear a slot in the table the scheduler deactivates a running auctioneer in a two-step process. First the scheduler sends the auctioneer process
a DEACTIVATE message and sets its deactivation ag in the process table.
When the auctioneer receives the message (after completing tasks already
in its queue), it replies with a TERMINATED message. When the scheduler
receives a TERMINATED message, it puts it on the front of the event queue.
However, the scheduler's actions after sending the initial DEACTIVATE
message are a little more complicated. First the scheduler waits brie y to
see whether the process terminates immediately. If so, it clears the slot in
the process table and instantiates the new auction. If, after this brief wait,
the auctioneer process has not terminated (say, because it is in the middle
of a complex auction calculation), the scheduler puts the event back on the
event queue and continues with its event loop. In the next iteration of its
event loop the top of the event queue will either be a TERMINATED message
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(which will allow the auction to clear a slot in the process table), or the
original event (which will prompt the scheduler to select another auctioneer
to deactivate). This continues until either all of the auctioneers have their
deactivating ag set, or one of them has responded with a TERMINATED
message.
This progressive deactivation of auctions can result in auctions in the
table that have their deactivation ag set even after room has been cleared
for the new auction. If the scheduler's next event belongs to an auction that
is deactivating, the scheduler must wait until the deactivation is completed
(or it detects that the auctioneer process terminated).2 This handshaking is
necessary to ensure that an auction is not instantiated in a second auctioneer
before the rst auctioneer has nished its computations.
Once a clear slot in the process table is found, the scheduler invokes an
auctioneer and sends it a LOAD message, which tells the auctioneer which
data set to load from the database. When an auction is being instantiated
in a slot that is currently lled by the same auctioneer program, some of
the overhead of process initiation can be eliminated by not deactivating the
auctioneer and, instead, issuing it a new LOAD message.

3.3 Auctioneer Programs

Auctioneers in the new design are persistent|they maintain internal state
between events as long as the process is kept running. This allows us to
implement ecient, incremental auction algorithms such as the 4-heap algorithm [2], and to avoid a large number of database accesses.
Like the scheduler, the auctioneer consists of two threads: one listens
for event messages, and the second runs the event loop. The auctioneer,
however, receives events only from the scheduler, and only when they are
past due.
There are three levels to the object hierarchy used to build auctioneer
event loops. All auctioneers derive from a base class that provides support
for managing bids eciently by keeping pointers to bids in several internal
data structures. The base class provides mechanisms that allow bids to
be quickly located by owner ID (for withdrawal or replacement), by their
noti cation status, and by their expiration time.
The second level provides support for particular bidding languages. The
current auctioneers allow bids as a list of price-quantity points, and we
2
An improvement to the system would allow the scheduler to put the blocked event
back on the queue and take another o .
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Figure 3: The internal structure of an auctioneer.
have designed languages for continuous goods and for combinatorial auctions. The primary function of the language level is to parse bid strings into
machine manipulable representations.
Classes at the third level implement speci c clearing algorithms. Figure 3
diagrams the data structures at each level for an auctioneer that uses the 4heap algorithm [2] to implement the family of auctions based on the k-double
auctions [1].3

3.3.1 Auctioneer Event Handling

When the auctioneer receives a LOAD message, it retrieves the auction description from the database and all bids that have an admitted state. Bids
are loaded in order of submission and hashed by owner ID. If the bid has
a xed expiration time, the bid is inserted onto the expiration queue.4 If
the bidder requested to be noti ed of price quotes and/or clears, the bid is
added to the appropriate noti cation set(s).
When a bid is loaded that has not been veri ed, either in the process
The k parameter speci es the clearing price as a ratio between the M th and (M + 1)st
prices.
4
If the bid expired before the event time, i.e. tx < t, the auctioneer expires the bid
without loading it into the internal data structures.
3
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of executing the LOAD command or in response to an explicit BID event, the
auctioneer must verify that the bid satis es the bid admission criteria. In
addition to the syntactic constraints imposed by the bidding language, the
auction may have rules that further restrict bid expressions, or require bids
to beat the current price quote or the user's previous bid. If the bid fails
these tests it is immediately transitioned to a rejected state and the user
is sent a noti cation.
If the bid passes these tests, its admittance is recorded in the database
by changing its state to valid and entering its admittance time. Before the
new bid can be added to the supporting data structures, the auctioneer must
remove any previous bid the user had in the auction. To do so, it changes
the old bid's state to replaced, records the closing time, and removes it
from any internal data structures.
The auctioneer takes two additional steps when it processes a BID message with a xed expiration time, tx . First, a reference to the bid is stored in
the expiration queue, and, second, an EXPIRE event is sent to the scheduler.
This is necessary to ensure that, should the auctioneer be deactivated before
tx , it is reactivated to handle the expiration. Without this explicit message,
the auctioneer would not expire the bid until some other event forced its
reactivation, and, until that time, the user interface would show the bid in
an (incorrect) active state.
When the auctioneer receives an EXPIRE event, it removes the bid from
the internal data structures, changes the bid's state to expired, and records
the closing time. Similarly, a WITHDRAW event prompts the auctioneer to
remove the bid and update its database record to re ect its new state
(withdrawn), and closing time.
The actions of an auctioneer when it receives a QUOTE or CLEAR event depend on the algorithm being employed. However, there is one step common
to all auctioneers. Both the CLEAR and QUOTE events can produce noti cation messages that need to be sent to the bidders. The auctioneer avoids
examining all of the bids by using the noti cation lists.
A clear requires the added step of forming transactions between agents.
Transactions can have one of two e ects on a bid. If the bid transacts fully
it is transitioned to transacted. If the bid is not completely satis ed by
the transaction, it remains active in an adjusted form. In this case, the
auctioneer duplicates the bid's database record and changes the state of the
original bid to partially-transacted. The bid expressions of the copy in
memory and the duplicate record are adjusted in a manner dependent on
the bidding language. The local copy of the user's bid is updated to refer to
the new database record.
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Finally, some bids expire when the auction clears even if they do not
participate in the transaction. The auctioneer needs to nd these and close
them.
The last step in the processing of a CLEAR, QUOTE, or BID event is to
calculate the time of the next clear and quote events and, if they have
changed, post the new events to the scheduler.

3.3.2 Issues caused by asynchrony
In this section, we address some subtle issues that we swept under the rug
in the previous section.
First, there is the matter of bogus clear and quote events in the scheduler's event queue. An auction with a periodic clearing mode will generate a
new CLEAR message only when it clears. Thus, the auction will have only one
outstanding CLEAR event. However, an auction that clears after a period of
inactivity will recalculate its next clearing time with each new bid. This can
leave a spurious CLEAR event in the scheduler's event queue. Rather than
try to track and eliminate these bogus events, we catch them when they
return to the auctioneer. An AuctionBot auctioneer ensures that it clears
at the correct time by keeping a local record of its next clear time. When
a CLEAR is received, If t =
6 ti ^ t 6= tf then the event is ignored. Similarly,
QUOTE events are only executed if t = tq .5
The fact that the auctioneer and scheduler communicate asynchronously
introduces other problems. Consider a situation in which the auctioneer, at
time t, calculates its next intermediate clear time to be ti . A bid is received
by the scheduler at t , where t > ti , however the auctioneer's message to
clear at ti is delayed and doesn't reach the scheduler until after t . The
CLEAR and BID messages could be sent to the auctioneer out of order. For
this reason, when the auctioneer receives the BID message at t it checks
whether ti < t (or tf < t ), and, if so, executes a clear before verifying the
new bid.
A related problem can occur with the posting of EXPIRE events. Consider
a situation in which the auctioneer receives a BID message at time t with
a xed expiration time tx . A CLEAR is scheduled for t , where t > tx , but
the auctioneer's EXPIRE message to the scheduler is not received until after
t . The bid should expire before the clear is executed, but the events will
be sent to the auctioneer in the reverse order. The expiration queue is used
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

This scheme has the undesirable e ect that auctions can be activated whose only
activity is to ignore bogus messages, but we decided the tradeo s favored this design.
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to disarm this situation. When the auctioneer receives a CLEAR or QUOTE
message, it checks the expiration queue and expires any bids with tx < t.

4 Conclusion
We have presented many of the details related to our design of a scalable
internet auction server that can accommodate the activity levels of both
human users and software agents. The primary feature in the control architecture is its facility to run auctioneer processes that persist between auction
events. This allows for more ecient auctioneer programs and a signi cant
reduction in the number of database accesses.
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